Homework Guide: KS3 Achievement History
Students are expected to be given and to complete 1 homework per fortnight for this subject
Autumn one
Design a Motte and
Bailey castle.

Year 7

Draw a medieval
village with labels
showing church and
manor house.

Produce a visual
timeline of Henry VII
and his six wives.

Year 8

Year 9

Autumn two
Choose 3 artefacts
found in a medieval
peasant’s hut, explain
why your chosen
objects are important.

Spring one
Draw a detailed body
map showing the
symptoms of the Black
Death.

Spring two
Write a diary of a
villager during the
Peasant’s Revolt.
Use emotive words

Summer one
Create a power point
showing the artist
Leonardo Da Vinci and
his work as an artist

Summer two
Produce a mood
board of Christopher
Columbus and his
journey.

Create a poster to
explore whether Oliver
Cromwell is a Hero or
Villain?

Complete the Trade
Triangle worksheet.

Write a diary of a
slave during their
journey on the trade
triangle.

Design a poster
showing the hardship
of child labour during
the Industrial
Revolution.

As a factory inspector
write a letter to the
Prime Minister about
working conditions in
Britain’s factories at
the time of Industrial
revolution.

Design a poster to
recruit young men to
join the First World
War.

Create a power point
showing the city of
London during World
War II.

Produce a
newspaper article
informing others of
The Holocaust.

Complete the work
booklet on the
Vietnam War.
Use good punctuation
and structured
sentences.

Research one of the
individuals from the
list of black settlers in
Britain 1955 – 1958
and create a power
point presentation.

Write a visual list of
rules you would put
in place if you were
King or Queen?

Choose 3 artefacts
related to the
Suffragette
movement and write
a paragraph
explaining the
importance of your
choice

Practise your sentence
structures when
answering the
questions.

Find 3 facts to include
in presentation.
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